LOOKING  AT   ENGLAND
Italians, the Germans, the Moors. Franco now seems within
reach of victory. Soon you will see what Non-Intervention
meant — that Franco must win. Before Mr* Chamberlain went
to Rome it seemed that England and France, to ensure his victory,
would at last grant him belligerent rights, enable him to starve
out the Republicans. As in the cases of Austria and Czecho-
slovakia, this was contrary to official British foreign policy, but
on the eve of the journey to Rome The Times launched the usual
cautious suggestion that this should be done. That it was not
done seems to be due to the fact that it was not necessary;
apparently Franco can now win without belligerent rights,
unless another miracle intervenes.
As in the cases of Abyssinia and Czechoslovakia, the British
influence has been decisive. The French, seeing the deadly
, danger to themselves of a Franco victory, might at the last moment
have opened their frontier and allowed arms to reach the
beleaguered Republicans. England prevented this. Mr.
Chamberlain Deterred the French by informing them of his
latest 'assurances' from Signor Mussolini —- that Italian troops
would not remain in Spain cafter the victory'.
So you see what non-intervention meant. After thie victory —
and you can believe this — Franco's Spain will become the docile
ally of Germany and Italy, in peace and war. Franco Spain will
be an entirely Fascist State —in spite of former 'assurances'.
You have seen what happened in Czecho-Slovakia: the Skoda
Works have passed under German control, they are making arms
and munitions for Germany, the Czech army will fight for
Germany in any new war. Exactly the same thing will happen in
Spain, if Franco wins. Italy will not give up those Balearic Islands.
When Franco wins, your strategic position will be desperate.
After Munich, after that unblushing French repudiation of a
written pledge, .you can no longer count on your French ally.
Even if you could, your strategic position would still be desperate.
You will be without friends, you will be soon confronted with
an imperative demand for the surrender of territory on the most
humiliating terms.
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